New Ryan "Sulky Roller" attaches to Ryan Sod Cutter . . . rolls over 10,000 yards per day.

This is NEW from Ryan. The new Ryan Sulky Roller makes your Ryan Sod Cutter the most versatile, labor-saving machine you can own. The Sulky Roller attachment allows one operator to ride, cut, mark to any length, roll and turn rolls from the cutting path . . . ALL IN ONE EASY OPERATION.

The Ryan Sulky Roller attaches quickly and easily to your Ryan heavy duty Sod Cutter with six bolts into six existing holes. It operates efficiently in all soil conditions. The single operator can harvest over ten thousand yards of sod per day.

The price of the new Ryan Sulky Roller attachment is less than $800. It is fully guaranteed and covered under the warranty of your Ryan Sod Cutter.

Boost your sod production

AUTOMATIC SOD ROLLER
produced by Ryan rolls sod forward and lays it to either side for easy pick-up.

RYAN SOD HARVESTER
enables two men to cut, roll and palletize thousands of yards of sod per day.

Untouched by human hands...